BOOK OF WINNERS 2020

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

WELCOME!
Hello and Good Evening from London!
It’s my privilege to welcome you from across the
world tonight to celebrate your magnificent
projects.
We have winners from all corners of the world
including Australia, America, Czeck republic, Hong
Kong, Asia, China, Europe and of course the UK. If you win tonight
you’ll know you really are the best in the world!
And we’ve never had so many international guests who can join
us on this virtual celebration. We’re looking at thousands of guests
joining us. So one helluva party!
On behalf of everyone who entered I’d like to publicly thank our
new panel of 22 judges who fought your corner. Despite everything
in this Covid pandemic, our judges’ cared passionately about the
winners – and I wouldn’t have it any other way! These judges are the
backbone of the awards and come from all areas of our industry to
represent your specialist interests from product design to corporate
design and more besides. Without their enthusiasm, commitment,
passion and wide range of knowledge we couldn’t aim to deliver
such a great shortlist tonight.
So thank you for supporting us tonight wherever you are in the
world; at dinner, at work, at home, or in bed, it’s great to know that
you’re with us.
Here’s hoping we can meet up in person next year!
See you then!

Theresa Dowling, Editor, FX

The FX International Interior
Design Awards is produced by
Progressive Media International,
the publisher of FX

Progressive Media International
John Carpenter House
Carmelite Street
London EC4Y 0AN

JUDGES

Alistair Weir
Partner, PRP

Alistair leads PRP’s Manchester studio. He
has over twenty years’ experience designing
complex, high-profile projects that span all
sectors. Projects include CoRE, the
conversion of a listed pottery works for the
BRE to showcase renewable technologies,
and The Sharp Project, converting a disused
warehouse into a state-of-the-art centre for
the digital creative industry. prp-co

Andrew Mcmullan
Director, Mcmullan Studio

Mcmullan Studio brings together eclectic
ideas and thoughtful pragmatism to
create buildable, beautiful architectural
and interior projects for progressive
clients. mcmullanstudio.com

Jill Higgins
Creative director + founder,
Studio Jill

Keith Bell
Architect, LOCI:architecture

Nigel Bidwell
Partner, JTP

Patrick Abrams
Managing director, Applied Studio

Jill is an interior designer with over twenty
years’ experience working in hospitality,
retail and exhibition design. Established in
2019, Studio Jill brings together a team of
talented designers who create beautifully
detailed interior design solutions that are
appropriate to the client’s commercial
needs. studiojill.co.uk studiojill.co.uk

Partner, JTP
JTP is an award-winning international
placemaking practice of architects and
masterplanners, with extensive experience
of delivering successful projects
throughout the UK, Europe, Russia and the
Middle East. jtp.co.uk

Rob Owen
Head of Interiors,
The Manser Practice

Rob has a broad range of experience,
designing for the hospitality and residential
sectors. His trademarks are attention to the
smallest detail and creative space
planning. manser.co.uk

Principal architect with LOCi:architecture,
a design studio focussing on bespoke
houses, hospitality and regeneration in
Cornwall.

Managing director, Applied Studio
Applied Studio is a design led, architecture
and interiors practice creating unique
designs, applied to the real world.
applied.studio

Sarah Featherstone
Co-director, Featherstone Young

Sarah is an architect and co-Director of
Featherstone Young, a practice with
expertise in place-making and social
engagement. She is interested in how
architecture can capture the character and
identity of a place and stimulate, rather
than dictate, social interaction.
featherstoneyoung.com

Anthony Brown
Sales & marketing director, BW:
Workplace Experts

Helen Berresford
Head of ID:SR Sheppard Robson

Levent Çaglar
Chief ergonomist, FIRA

Michelle Nicholls
Principal, Jump Studios

Anthony began his career in advertising as
a copywriter before entering the
construction world. As a co-owner of BW:
Workplace Experts, he is part of the team
that have transformed a small company
into one of the most successful and
innovative interior fit out specialists.
wearebw.com

Levent Çaglar is the key UK expert in the
design evaluation of furniture. He works
with designers, architects and specifiers to
create efficient work environments for
the wellbeing of people. fira.co.uk

Peter Barbalov
Partner, Farrells

The medium sized, agile practice is
collective of architects; thought leaders,
thinkers, strategists, urbanists and
technicians – all connected through a
desire to deliver quality buildings that
make a difference to London. farrells.com

Sophia Jarvie
Development director, Native Land

Sophia Jarvie is Development Director at
Native Land, a privately-owned investment
and development company behind some
of London’s most acclaimed mixed-use and
residential developments. native-land.com

Helen is head of ID:SR, Sheppard Robson’s
award-winning interior design group, and
is passionate about designing for people,
championing an activity-driven design
approach that puts human experience and
requirements at the heart of the design
process. sheppardrobson.com

Jump Studios is a collective of architects
and designers focused on challenging
conventions and redefining boundaries. As
Principal, Michelle leads multiple teams
and shapes the creative output of the
work. jump-studios.com

Pippa Nissen
Director, Nissen Richards Studio

Pippa Nissen, director of architects and
exhibition designers Nissen Richards
Studio, works with some of the world’s
greatest cultural institutions.
nissenrichardsstudio.com

Veronica Simpson
Architecture/design/art critic and
environmental psychologist

Veronica has spent three decades sniffing
out interesting evolutions in design, art and
architecture. With an MSc in Environmental
Psychology, she frames her analysis within
relevant personal, cultural and social
contexts. Informing her nose for a story is a
desire to reveal the mechanisms by which
design/art/architecture can make a
difference. veronicasimpson.com

Ian Johnston
Founder, Quinine

Quinine is a leading retail experience
consultancy devoted to the power of
design to drive innovation and growth.
Quinine helps brands create world-class
social, cultural and commercial
experiences that enrich and delight their
customers’ everyday lives.
quininedesign.com

Midori Ainoura
Partner, PLP Architecture

Partner, PLP Architecture
PLP Architecture is a dynamic collective of
architects, designers and researchers. The
practice has delivered intelligent and
ground-breaking designs around the
world. plparchitecture.com

Poppy Szkiler
Founder and CEO,
Quiet Mark

Poppy Szkiler is the founder and CEO of
Quiet Mark, the global award programme
associated with the UK Noise Abatement
Society verifying leading noise reduction
design solutions.
quietmark.com

Jill Entwistle
Executive editor, lighting,
(Illumination in Architecture)

Jill Entwistle is the executive editor of
Lighting (Illumination in Architecture). She
is the author of three books on lighting,
including Detail in Contemporary Lighting
Design (Laurence King), and the editor of
the first BCO (British Council for Offices)
Guide to Lighting.

Morag Morrison
Head of Interior Design,
Hawkins\Brown

Morag is a partner and head of interior
design at Hawkins\Brown, a multidisciplinary architecture practice based in
London, Manchester, Edinburgh and Los
Angeles. hawkinsbrown.com

Reda Amalou
Studio founder and partner, AW2

Reda is a French architect who founded AW²
architecture workshop in 1997, built on a
contextual approach to design. With
Stéphanie Ledoux, he developed a multidisciplinary team to respond to all aspects of
a project, from the scale of an urban plan to
bespoke furniture and fittings. Reda
launched his own furniture and accessories
brand, Reda Amalou Design in 2013. aw2.com

The judging system
The FX International Interior Design Awards is open to architects, designers, clients and
suppliers for interior design projects or products completed or launched between June
2018 and July 2020. The judges are independent experts who are recruited to form a fresh
new panel each year, and comprise engineers, clients, architects and designers from many
different sectors to reflect our audience. They were invited onto the 2020 panel because of
their experience, opinions and commitment to design. Judges, and their companies, are not
permitted to enter any categories.
Each category is judged by a different set of judges, so if you do not win in one
category you could win in another. Because of the large number of entries, and to preserve
the integrity of the FX Awards, we use a transparent system in which each judge ranks their
top six entries in each category before they know who their co-judges are. With up to 10
judges for each of the hotly contested categories, these placings are then scored and
added together to confirm the shortlist and the ultimate winner.
Many thanks to all our judges, who gave up so much of their valuable time and brought
their expertise and enthusiasm to the process. Sincere thanks also to Cherrill Scheer, who
will act in an advisory capacity as unofficial chair of the judges.

BAR OR RESTAURANT

WINNER

Basehall
by Linehouse
Basehall brings together Hong Kong’s top artisanal vendors under one roof, highlighting
Hong Kong’s heritage, food and social vibrancy. Its elevated experience makes a
departure from the typical food hall.
BaseHall is located in the basement of Jardine House, a 1972 skyscraper famously
covered in porthole windows. The client requested the design pay homage to the
building’s heritage; it does so through the choice of materials, colour and custom
lighting.
The entrance is framed by traditional shop gates, and has moveable cashier carts
with terrazzo vinyl surfaces and portal frames for signage. Split across two levels, the
food hall has two distinct identities – the bright, open and lively ‘market courtyard’, and
the warmer and more intimate ‘upper bar’. In the market courtyard the vendor façade is
lined with rounded oak battens and hairline stainless steel window frames, with a curved
canopy highlighting each vendor. This main area is designed to be dynamic and flexible,
allowing for live events with flexible custom furniture and a moveable DJ booth.
The upper bar area is lined with green rounded batten wall panelling, the floor paved
with custom handmade tiles, while a lacquered panelled ceiling holds custom lights
which add to the intimacy of the space. The focal point is the dusty pink bar topped with
reused marble, and with custom lighting and bespoke brass detailing.
The bathroom walls and cubicles are lined with 1750 recycled painted metal rods. A
green terrazzo floor and vanity, mint accents and bespoke lights create a retro design
with modern updates.
The judges said...
‘Exciting, inventive design with a real attention to detail’

DENNIS LO

Sponsored by

Under the Sea by
DA bureau
‘Effective design
dominated by the
amazing ceiling feature’

Padella Shoreditch by
Day Studio London
‘Characterful space
providing a warm and
inviting atmosphere’

C.F. Café by
dongqi Architects
‘Great use of materials
and colour’

UNiUNi by
dongqi Architects
‘Intelligent and creative’

Nature One Coffee by
Point Depth Design
‘A striking and exciting
end result’

JIAO TANG by
SSAD Studio
‘Creative use of materials,
loved the feather hut’

Secret Room, Dubai by
Studio Paolo Ferrari
‘Playful and seductive bar
with strong sense of
theatre. Well executed’

The Unity of Zen and
Martial Arts by UND
Design Studio
‘Simple materials, used in
a sophisticated’

MORPH by
Various Associates
‘Bold yet somehow
understated. Strong yet
not showy or
ostentatious.’

SHAO FENG

SHAO FENG

CHENG XIAOLE

VIRGIL BERTRAND

SSAD STUDIO

SIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY-SOAR

RAITT LIU

QINGSHAN WU

SERGEY MELNIKOV

ELENA HEATHERWICK &
FRANKIE PAYNE

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Yooyuumi Kids Club by
X+Living Architectural
Design
‘Beautifully executed
bespoke kitsch but fun!’

GRAPHICS: SIGNAGE
AND WAYFINDING

WINNER

Cargill Protein Headquarters
by HOK
As the design team was beginning work on a new headquarters for Cargill Protein, the
subsidiary was going through a rebrand from Cargill Meat Solutions. The signage and
experiential graphics had to support this rebrand, and the group’s own unique
personality, within the Cargill family.
Working collaboratively with interiors, architecture and landscape, the branded
graphics and signage become inseparable from experience. The design theme ‘families
feeding families’ drove the approach and ties employees to others in the Protein process,
such as the farmers, ranchers, chefs, scientists and engineers. A 28-foot-wide custom art
display of ceramic plates symbolizes where Cargill Protein’s work meets the consumer –
on the plate.
These plates, like other design elements, are sourced locally and reference the
landscape, animals, textures, materials and details that are found in the supply chain.
Working with local artists and materials further enhance the sense of place and
connection with the Cargill Protein brand, like the rancher’s rope that is used to create
an abstracted three-dimensional landscape mural or the custom triptych of the rolling
Flint Hills.
The creative application of Cargill brand standards further connects the group to the
larger Cargill brand for global consistency and local relevance. Hand-drawn sketches are
married with corporate brand guidelines to create a regional expression that is both
authentic and humble. Together, they create a holistic picture and authentic expression
that is uniquely Cargill Protein.

MICHAEL ROBINSON

The judges said...
‘Super graphics which add to overall design and strategy’

Anta Residence by Anta International
Design Office
‘Descriptive design graphics’

GAGA Branding by dongqi Architects
‘Inspirational and colourful’

Chicago Bears Halas Hall by HOK
‘Graphics that make the most out of an
established brand’

Pennington Street Warehouse by JTP
‘Characterful and sympathetic to setting’

RUTH WARD

CRAIG AUCKLAND

RAITT LIU & GAGA

MICHAEL ROBINSON

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

National Automotive Innovation Centre by
Maynard
‘Very competent and thourough’

PUBLIC SPACE SCHEME

WINNER

WuliEpoch Culture Center
by Atelier Alter Architects
WuliEpoch Culture Center is a hybrid showroom and community centre for a residential
compound in northwest Beijing. Surrounded by the Badachu Monastery, Fragrance Hill
Mountain, and the Western Hills mountain chain, the project attempts to create a
triptych of architecture, landscape and interior design.
A circumferential path creates a spatial dialogue with the encompassing landscape,
with a dynamic, shifting relationship between the eye and the vista. The path moves
between exterior and interior: it hovers up from the ground to the second floor, then
turns to the third-floor banquet hall, before exiting to the exterior roofscape. It continues
folding up and down on the roof, and then moves gradually along another path down to
the ground of the forecourt, where the path began.
As a community centre, the project tries to address people’s spiritual and religious
needs, and define the spiritual quest in daily life. The circulation logic aligns with the
philosophy of the space, representing the endless, evolving quest from the inner self to
the outer landscape that defines the truth of life.
A new courtyard typology was designed; instead of enclosing space rectangularly,
walls crisscross one another on multiple levels, creating a rich syntax of irregular
courtyards that are varied in size, scale, and sectional relations.
Nature is interpreted in three ways: ‘autumn foliage in Western Hills’ is depicted by
the field of glittering wood-laminated aluminium panels; an ‘inverted Western Hills’ is
created by curved arrays of ceiling panels; recycled concrete blocks are cut into thin
pieces and arranged to mimic hills and waterfalls.

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

The judges said...
‘Spectacular flow of spaces – integrates inside to outside with an impressive series
of terraces’

Liu Zongyuan Beijing Photography Studio
UTTER SPACE by CUN Design
‘Use of light and space creates real drama’

Renaissance Contemporary Life Aesthetics
Center by DIA
‘Careful but inspiring use of high quality
materials’

Oriental Lake Courtyard by Maudea
Design Studio
‘Beautiful use of materials connecting to
landscape’

K11 Musea Donut Playhouse by
PANORAMA Design Group
‘Playful and fun -the immersive space
‘removes’ you from the surrounding
shopping centre’

MICHAEL KLEINBERG

JACK HOBHOUSE

NG SIU FUNG

MAUDEA DESIGN STUDIO

WEN LUO

WANGTING

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Chelsea Barracks Phase I by Squire and
Partners
‘Number of spaces that work together to
capture the spirit of the surrounding area; its
uniquely London’

W Atlanta Midtown by Viserius Studio
‘A fantasy world that is very captivating;real
richness to the interior’

LIGHTING PRODUCT

WINNER

Minimal Track
by Arkoslight
Minimal Track is a low voltage (24V) miniaturized track system designed by Rubén
Saldaña – Arkoslight’s product manager.
The miniaturization of the profile, luminaires and components reaches a new
paradigm. Its ultrafine design is perceived as a minimalist line on the ceiling, creating a
trimless visual effect. The system is composed of a matt black anodized aluminium
profile and a flexible rectangular-section conductor. The two elements merge into total
visual uniformity along the whole path. Measuring 15 mm wide and 10 mm high, its
surface application is practically imperceptible, with no connections, fastening elements
or connection tracks in sight.
Minimal Track is designed for spaces where miniaturized lighting is required, such as
window-dressing, low ceilings, or just to be absolutely discrete wherever the track has an
obvious presence.
There are seven minimal components alongside the track for different functions: Six
XS, a light and elegant disk-shaped projector; iO Micro, a miniature LED spotlight; Plus
Micro, a projector with an adjustable beam; Fit 20, a minimalist cylindrical projector that
can be orientated in any direction; Top Micro, a miniaturised luminary that serves as a
downlight; Line Micro, a very thin linear luminary with diffused light, and Alaska, a
contemporary reinterpretation of the classical incandescent filament light bulb.
The judges said...
‘Minimal and sleek’

Halftone by Astro
‘A great feature light’

Orb, Capsule Collection Volume 1
by Astro
‘Playful, elegant and functional’

io Pendant by Astro
‘A decorative light fitting that would add
character to a space’

Palm Tree Pod Lighting by Jungle Bay
Dominica
‘Enjoyable design to compliment the overall
aesthetic of the space’

ZUMTOBEL LIGHTING

JUNGLE BAY DOMINICA

ASTRO

ASTRO

ASTRO

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Light Fields III by Zumtobel
‘Elegant frameless and highly adaptable’

PUBLIC SECTOR

WINNER

Fleming College A-Wing, Sutherland
Campus
by Gow Hastings
On the edge of the City of Peterborough, east of Toronto, Fleming College’s Sutherland
Campus was established in 1973 with buildings designed by Ron Thom with Thompson
Berwick and Pratt and Partners. Gow Hastings was commissioned to revitalize the
outdated 76,000 sq f A-Wing Building, which serves as the campus gateway and
classroom facility.
The building appeared dated and contained systems that had exceeded their life
cycles. Overcrowding in corridors and staircases needed to be addressed, and
inconsistent lighting and lack of views to the exterior made the building uninviting. The
challenge was to transform the dark, heavy, and inefficient building into one that meets
the standards of 21st century learning and sustainability, with all renovations taking place
while the building was fully occupied.
The dark brown aluminium envelope was replaced with alpolic aluminium panels – a
readily available, lightweight material found on gas stations that instantly gives the
building a clean and luminous appearance. Entrances and key circulation spaces are
demarcated with glass pavilions, adding a transparent central hub that serves as a
meeting space for socializing and informal learning. A skylight that draws light
downwards over multiple storeys, and replacing classroom and office walls with glazing
allows light to pervade the interior.
Performance upgrades included new roofing, energy efficient glazing, LED light
fixtures with occupancy sensors, and components made of recycled materials. To
improve circulation entrances were adjusted to respond to the most commonly used
pathways, and straightened corridors create intuitive and accessible spaces within.

TOM ARBAN PHOTOGRAPHY

The judges said...
‘An interesting, light, bright addition and re-shaping of this college building’

BIT Sports Center by
Atelier Alter Architects
‘A beautiful palatial sports
complex executed with
sophisticated restrained palette’

Cardiff Metropolitan Uni. Space
Reinvention by Austin
Smith Lord
‘Great engagement with
community and delivery of a high
impact, low cost scheme’

Teaching and Learning Building
Uni. of Birmingham by BDP
‘A distinctive contemporary and
substantially daylit building’

Niagara College Welland
Student Commons
by Gow Hastings
‘An existing, outdated building
completely transformed by
sculptural, clever interventions’

Reading Room of Ming Qiang
Primary School by Lineworks
Studio
‘Great use of space and
materials’

Yango Nanjing Winner Land
Mansion Sales Center
by Matrix Design
‘A beautiful architectural and
sculptural series of spaces’

The Ark by Squire and Partners
‘Sensitive use of natural materials
both inside and out’

YHLAA

GARETH GARDNER

SHI XIANG WAN HE

SHA PENG

SCOTT NORSWORTHY

PHIL BOORMAN - ALEXANDER HOUSE/BOF SCHOOL OF TECH.

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Rebuilding Neuropsychiatry
Hospital by Wooyo Architecture
‘A laudable re-use of this
important medical environment,
creating a soft light bright
refreshed set of spaces’

FLOOR COVERING

WINNER

Look Both Ways
by Interface
Look Both WaysTM combines Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT) and carpet tile within one range
suitable for all commercial installations. The range features playful patterns and textures
such as confetti and concrete; designed to offer endless combinations and create
unique spaces the tiles can be fit together seamlessly using Interface’s integrated
modular flooring system.
Look Both Ways has been designed with sustainability in mind. It is carbon neutral
across its full life cycle through Interface’s third-party verified Carbon Neutral FloorsTM
programme, and has been created with a controlled material stream so it can be
reclaimed and recycled with Interface’s ReEntryTM programme. The LVT is free of
ortho-phthalates and other materials of concern, so can be safely recycled at scale.
The carpet is made with recycled nylon and a patented technology is used to
efficiently tuft yarn and recapture the excess to significantly reduce waste during
production. The LVT is also made with 39% pre-consumer recycled content. Amongst the
variety of backings available is CircuitBac Green, the world’s first commercially available
carbon negative backing, which uses a mix of bioplastics and mineral filler.
The LVT is engineered for premium durability in high traffic environments and the
carpet tile and LVT tiles both come with a 15-year warranty. The 0.55mm wear layer,
embossing and CeramorTM coating help minimise scratching. The carpet tiles’ low
modification ratio and solution-dyed nylon provides superior stain resistance in an easy
to clean product. The LVT also comes with the innovative Sound ChoiceTM backing and
is Quiet MarkTM certified for its noise reduction properties.
The judges said...
‘100% carbon neutral, durable and great patterns / colours’

Sponsored by

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

LayRed 55 Impressive by
IVC Commercial
‘Interesting features and
attention to noise reduction’

Change Agent by Milliken
‘Great colours and features’

The First collection by modulyss
‘Interesting concrete-effect
pattern carpet’

Climate+ Collection by
Quadrant
‘Aesthetically pleasing pattern
and colour combinations’

Mist collection for Shaw Contract
by REPUBLIC OF II BY IV
‘Great colours, love their
inspiration’

Living Systems by Shaw
Contract
‘Love the nourishing earth tones!’

DESSO Futurity by Tarkett
‘Sustainable, great natural
patterns and colours’

Segno by Tarkett
‘Great textures and range of
colours’

MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT

WINNER

Rejuvenation of an Historic
Powerhouse, San Francisco USA
by Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects
Constructed in 1912 by Charles Peter Weeks, this historic building housed the generators and
electrical substation for a 69-acre, 19th Century shipyard. The Powerhouse is now reinvented
as an 18,000 sq ft facility whose use reflects the evolution of industry to the present day. The
developer and the design team closely collaborated with the City and Port of San Francisco,
the National Park Service’s office, and California’s Office of Historic Preservation Office.
The industrial infrastructure (massive pneumatic compressors, 5-ton gantry cranes) and
early 20th C elements (original factory light fixtures alongside hardwoods, marble, brass,
and mosaic tile) are cherished by San Franciscans. While the facades did not undergo
significant alternation, work was required to make the interior functional. To create space,
defunct electrical switchgear and other equipment was removed except for one of four
historic compressors. This artifact, cranes and the building shell, are highlighted with LEDs.
Once cleared the Powerhouse’s height is amplified and further accentuated by tall windows.
A new mezzanine uses heavy-timber and steel guardrail balustrades to complement the
exposed wood roof and steel trusses. The mezzanine frames the reception, where a
concrete desk and freestanding hardwood entry wall separate it from the open workspace.
Below-grade areas of the lower level with reduced or no exposure to daylight
accommodate bathrooms, conference rooms, and a kitchen. A new 2,600 ft addition to that
level provides daylit open work space and an accessible deck overlooking a waterfront park
site. Lighting design is instrumental in transforming the interior. The lower level is where this
is especially significant; the windowless hallway is enlivened by sculptural pendant lights,
creating an architecturally distinctive experience.

BILLY HUSTACE

The judges said...
‘A sensitive and effortless conversion of a listed structure’

Hibernia REIT by HLW
‘A strong simple concept – well
executed and iconic’

Sichuan-Hong Kong
Cooperation Demonstration
Park by HWCD and IF Design
‘Innovative and impressive’

Fenix I by Mei architects and
planners
‘An effortless and delightful
design’

Guiyang Vanke, Guanhu Sales
Center by ONE-CU Interior
Design Lab
‘The architecture looks quite
subtle in the context of the
landscape but has impressive
volumes within’

Vanke Universe Art Museum by
SC-PONE
‘A confident design creating a
variety of spaces with separate
identities to create a strong and
memorable visual experience’

V2GETHER DESIGN

MZ STUDIOS

MING CHEN

YIMA BENTENG, XUEER, JIN WEIQI

OSSIP VAN DUIVENBODE

1,000 DEGREE VISION

DONAL MURPHY PHOTOGRAPHY

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Peacock City-Boyue Marketing
Center by Shanghai JSP
Architects
‘A simple yet stunning building’

J+ Art Space by V2GETHER
Design
‘A confident modernist-inspired
design creating a variety of
spaces with strong identity and
presence’

RETAIL SPACE

WINNER

Kids Winshare 2.0
by PANORAMA Design Group
The concept for this kids’ bookstore is ‘Book-scape’: a non-traditional bookstore and a
composite parent-child space with four functions: retail, learning, dining, and
amusement. We’ve created an abstract world of a garden from a kid’s storybook,
stimulating imaginations and catering for different parent-child activities. The design
language manipulates the symbols and shapes of gardens to match functional
requirements and create memorable spatial experiences for different zones.
The retail zone is a humanised space for selling books, stationery and other teaching
and learning products. Giant glowing petals above allow customers to orientate
themselves, functioning as the directory system.
The second zone has multi-purpose classrooms with caves of different sizes. Under
the organically shaped suspended ceiling, children can learn in an inspiring and relaxing
space. All classrooms have natural light.
The third zone is a family restaurant composed of two different areas; next to the
window is a VIP area constructed of environmentally friendly wood depicting the shapes
of a building block toy.
Connected by a full-height bookshelf is the fourth zone – a multi-functional
amusement area. Parents can see children playing in a circular theatre space, in which a
starry sky is created by LED lights. For events and book launches, the surrounding area
becomes audience seating, and the acoustics of the theatre’s dome ceiling enables
speakers to be heard without a microphone.
Mirror steel and coloured LED lights transform the quarter-circular exit corridor into a
rainbow, creating a transitional space to return children and parents to real life from this
abstract and dreamy world.

POPO VISION

The judges said...
‘There is a sense of fantasy and opportunity that appears very uplifting and this
experience continues through to the visitor’s final steps through the “rainbow corridor”.
It’s creative and clever!’

The Conran Shop by
Conran and Partners
‘Well put together
scheme with great
attention to detail’

Radius 48 Optics by DA
Bureau
‘Simple but well executed
spatially and conceptually
with thought given to
customer experience’

Balabala by Dalziel &
Pow
‘Playful, colourful creates
a sense of excitement /
newness’

TRT Zhima Health
Concept Store by
Beijing WUUX
architectural design
studio
‘An innovative
multifunctional complex
with good use of
materials’

Fluid Space by Kris Lin
International Design
‘The corridor space is
particularly beautiful and
this draws the customer
effortlessly through to the
main dramatic space’

Samsung KX by
Portview, Brinkworth,
Hoare Lea, KSS, Cheil UK
‘The interior strikes a
balance with the iconic
architecture that
contains it’

Books above Clouds by
Wutopia Lab
‘A really clear and
engaging narrative for
the design and its
realisation’

Beijing Zhongshuge by
X+Living Architectural
Design
‘the spaces are so
theatrical and
unexpected’

XIAOYUN

WU QINGSHAN

CREATAR IMAGES

SAMSUNG

KRIS LIN INTERNATIONAL
DESIGN

BEIJING WUUX ARCHITECTURE
DESIGN STUDIO

BALABALA

SERGEY MELNIKOV

WOO KIN PARK

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Conemoting Market by
Yebin Design
‘An amazing interior of
contrasts with white
bulbous forms juxtaposed
with ‘found’ items and fire
coloured glazing’

LIGHTING DESIGN

JOINT WINNERS

Maggie’s is a charity founded by garden designer Maggie and
her husband, architecture critic Charles Jencks to create
cancer care centres where people could access emotional
and psychological support surrounded by good architecture
and uplifting landscape.
The lighting aims to create kinder spaces, as well as being
emphatic with the architecture, plants, art and materials.
Warm lighting is placed in niches which hold plants, pictures,
books and other household things. Elsewhere, simple uplights
illuminate the soffits. External lighting is garden-scale and
appears unstructured like the planting. Every luminaire serves
multiple purposes; simple column-mounted spotlights provide
indirect lighting to the high soffits and serve as emergency
luminaires.
Night time transforms the building, making it perfectly
legible against the higher hospital buildings. With a fully
glazed perimeter, ensuring a seamless transition from the
inside out was key. From the inside, the main objective was to
avoid specular reflections and maintain clear views out into
the garden. Façade lighting was consciously avoided, instead,
externally legibility was maintained and soffit overhangs lit by
placing sources carefully. Landscape lighting is lowkey:
glowing bollards in key locations diffuse light sideways to give
visual depth and help understand the irregular and steep
surroundings, but disappear within the foliage. Low glare
uplights highlight tree specimens, adding vertical references
along the terraced landscape.

At the heart of the University of Sheffield’s Campus, the
Concourse, divided by the concrete viaduct of a dual
carriageway, had become a transient ‘non-space’. The team
was asked to create a multi-use space that encourages people
to sit, dwell and relax.
The structure’s simple elegant lines demanded an
uncomplicated lighting approach, treating each face as an
individual element to be in light, or shade. Colour has been
selected to contrast surfaces and compliment materials. A
networked lighting control system schedules four daily
operational modes, each balancing white light and colour
sequencing effects with the anticipated activity and
occupancy. To compliment events in the Student’s Union, a
different lighting colour palette is provided for each day of the
week, representing the event branding.
A 3D laser scan was used to optimise the distribution of
light over the soffit and to limit the visibility of the light
sources. This helped to define the double curved form of the
bridge deck and refine the luminaire design to maximise
impact without overpowering the observer.
The success of the project is in the detailing of the
complex interfaces not visible to the casual observer,
delivering the clean lines of light that characterise the space.
The judges said...
‘Colour has been applied skilfully to create a social magnet and
powerful identity’

The judges said...
‘Beautiful, understated use of lighting as a sustainable natural
resource’

MIDI PHOTOGRAPHY/ARUP

Maggie’s Leeds
by Light Bureau
This image University
of Sheffield Concourse
by Arup
Below Maggie’s Leeds
by Light Bureau

HEATHERWICK STUDIO / HUFTON + CROW / LIGHT BUREAU

University of Sheffield
Concourse
by Arup

Frontier PwC by BDP Lighting
‘Creative way of incorporating
light into a working environment’

Royal Wharf Pier by DHA
Designs
‘Beautifully restrained and well
executed’

The Opus by Omniyat, Dubai,
UAE by dpa lighting consultants
‘The curvaceous void is
enhanced by the simple grid of
lighting spots. This net of
illumination heightens the pure
architectural concept’

Wuyuan River Stadium by
Lichtvision Design
‘Stunning’

MultiPly by SEAM Design
‘The lighting is integral to the
environment that reaches out to
the classic Victorian building and
the contemporary extension’

King Power MahaNakhon by
SEAM Design
‘Grand in scale and impactful’

JAMES NEWTON

SRIRATH SOMSAWAT

GIOVANNI NARDI

LAURIAN GHINITOIU

GAVRIIL PAPADIOTIS

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Re-lighting of the interior of
Norwich Cathedral by
Speirs + Major
‘Extraordinary sensitivity and
attention to detail’

HOTEL

WINNER

Casa Popeea Boutique Hotel
by Manea Kella
Casa Popeea is an iconic art nouveau building in the historic Hellenic quarter of Brăila,
Romania, built in 1900. Its history is troubled: a fire partially destroyed the building in
1923, and confiscation by the Socialist regime after WW2 led to dereliction. From 2005,
urgent consolidation works were required.
Manea Kella worked closely with Tracon to transform Casa Popeea into an 11-room
boutique hotel with high quality facilities for guests and the public. The small but
complex site called for a coherent strategy to resolve issues of access, circulation and
internal space. With careful separation of public and guest access, the main entrance
takes you through a courtyard to an intimate, quiet and light-filled reception area in the
heart of the building, while the secondary entrance guides you past hand-moulded
plastered walls through to Café Popeea, an artisanal coffee shop and brasserie open to
both hotel guests and the public.
The restoration emphasises the original spatial context and its materiality. The dark
palette in the reception, lobby and coffee shop, with stained solid oak floors, joinery and
bespoke furniture opens up to a light-filled stairwell. The original oak staircase has been
meticulously restored with the help of carpenters from Transylvania and the use of 1:1
models.
The spa environment invites reflection and relaxation with a refined palette of natural
materials including Bulgarian limestone, black marble and stained solid oak. Lighting
apertures in the ceiling and through the window louvres bring cool light from outside
and emphasise the reflective quality of the stone and warmth of the oak.

COSMIN DRAGOMIR

The judges said...
‘A sophisticated, minimalist reinterpretation of a historic building’

Sponsored by

Aoxin Holiday Hotel by
ADDDesign Co.
‘Smart use of forms and
constrasts’

VISAYA HOTEL by AT DESIGN
‘A wonderful piece of theatre and
fabulous connection to the
landscape’

Maximilian Hotel by Conran and
Partners
‘A playful yet comfortable feel.
Sensitive use of colour, materials
and detail.’

Kimpton Vividora Hotel by
El Equipo Creativo + Kimpton
Design Team
‘Playful use of materials and
detail to create a relationship
between hotel and the city and
spirit of Barcelona’

West Chamber by LIUGUOHAI
ARCHITECTS
‘A strong destination feel, very
elegantly designed’

Imperator by Naço
Architectures Paris
‘A contemporary renovation of an
Art Deco building; combines old
and new with elegance’

MeeHotel by PANORAMA
Design Group
‘Very strong identity and
intelligent work on Bamboo’

SOMETHINK

POPO VISION

MARCELA GRASSI AND MARIE
CAROLINE LUCAT

LIN HUIMIN SHENZHEN FEAST VISION

ADRIA GOULA + ONE REPRESENT AGENCY

MATTHIAS ASCHAUER

SONG YE

ZHU CHUANPING, SHAUN LEE

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

The Park Lane Hong Kong, a
Pullman Hotel by Somethink
‘A strong indentity, reflecting HK’

BUILD TO RENT/PRS

WINNER

Symons House
by 74
The brief was to create a stand-out student amenities project for London and Scottish
Student Housing within their new, BTR Symons House student accommodation block in
Leeds. 74 wanted the project to represent a step change away from the bright-andcheerful approach frequently found in this sector.
The interior design treatment was to take initial inspiration from the building’s
architecture, where the materials palette references a recognisable local residential
vernacular with a broadly 1930s feel, including brushed brick with a pale-yellow tone and
bronzed anodised aluminium window frames.
The full suite of amenity spaces includes a reception lobby, back-of-house space,
study lounge, meeting rooms, library, communal kitchen, toilets, cinema room, gaming
lounge and gym, as well as an 8th floor private dining room.
The material treatment for the scheme includes bronze-finish Crittall-style doors and
glazing, which respond directly to the external metalwork, plus a double-dado rail
treatment that further ties into the door and window levels. Large, rectangular lighting
rafts in bronze-painted timber continue the metallic allusions. The colour palette features
neutral colours throughout with subtle, darker highlight areas in browns, greys, deep
blues and olive greens.
Planting is also incorporated throughout, though in an unregimented way to ensure
the space has a relaxing and non-corporate feel. Lighting design, the choice of furniture
and accessories help create more intimate pockets of space in key areas, such as the
lounge with its brick-slip fireplace and wall-art and the luxurious kitchen and library
areas. 74 also created the project’s branding and wayfinding.
The judges said...
‘Instagramable student accommodation, clever and stand-out different’

GU SHI YIN

Sponsored by

The Wullcomb by CallisonRTKL
‘Fresh and elegant’

Sichuan-Hong Kong
Cooperation Demonstration
Park by HWCD and IF Design
‘Simple and beautiful’

Local Brackfriars (Trinity) by
Jon Matthews Architects
‘Beautiful and interesting mix of
materials’

SuZhou Poetic Palace by
SWS Group
‘Curvy, simultaneously retro and
contemporary’

XT EKKAMAI by
THAT IS ITH INTERIOR
‘Hipster-chic, eye-catching’

No26 Croydon by The Vawdrey
House
‘Fun eclectic mix’

The Lansdowne by Woods Bagot
‘Bold use of colours; great
communal spaces’

AGNESE SANVITO

AGNESE SANVITO

JAMES BEDFORD PHOTOGRAPHY

THAT IS ITH INTERIOR

XUANMIN JIN

FELIX MOONEERAM, MARK WAUGH

OLIVER KERSH

SICHUAN-HONG KONG COOPERATION
DEMONSTRATION PARK

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

SURFACES

WINNER

Zen & Ion Embossed Acoustic Panel
Collection
by Woven Image
Woven Image introduces Zen & Ion, tactile 3D acoustic wall panels designed to provide a
floor to ceiling acoustic solution for commercial offices. These are the newest additions
to Woven Image’s evolving range of acoustic wall panels that meld design, acoustics and
sustainability, following the launch of EchoPanel® in 2004.
Inspired by modern Japonisme, Zen mimics the lines, curves and grooves of a
Japanese Zen garden, while Ion has a design is inspired by the geometric shapes of
origami and folded paper. Zen is available in nine colours ranging from pale to dark
tones, including cream, onyx, a mid- tone blush and richer, moodier hues such as
burgundy, indigo and ivy green. Like Zen, Ion comes in several colours, including a paler
duck-egg blue, peach, green and several ethereal cream tones.
Products can be easily machine or hand cut for installation and at 2800mm high,
panels can be installed without a floor-to-ceiling join line. Zen is trimmed on all edges
with a subtle bevelled cut that allows for easy joining with minimal visible seams; Ion has
straight edges allowing for exact pattern-matching and alignment despite its seemingly
irregular pattern.
Performing to commercial industry standards for interior wall linings, Zen and Ion
provide acoustic benefits with an NRC result of 0.30 for a direct fix application.
Increased performance can be achieved via a Woven Image acoustic backing panel,
achieving NRC 0.75.
With dematerialisation, upcycling and lifecycle management front of mind, all Woven
Image acoustic finishes are made using at least 60% recycled PET.

JACK HOBHOUSE

The judges said...
‘Elegant and usable product with good sustainability credentials’

Sponsored by

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Synthesis by EDG
‘Innovative use of 3D printing technology to
create a product with infinite creative
opportunities’

ColorCore Compact by Formica Group
‘Versatile and practical with the ability to
transform’

Social Factor by Milliken
‘Relevant example of product innovation
quickly responding to changes in society and
the impact on interior environments’

Change Agent by Milliken
‘Strong sustainability credentials challenging
conventional ideas within the product sector’

Spectre by Parkside Tiles
‘Creates possiblities for changing colour and
reflectivity’

WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT
SMALL (under 40,000 sq ft)

WINNER

The Schoolhouse
by Rapt Studio
The Google School for Leaders, a unique initiative within Google, helps executives
develop not just the skill sets but the mindsets needed to lead effectively in the 21st
century. Rapt Studio worked with The School to develop an experience framework for a
new way of learning, tailored to each leader. As part of this, The Schoolhouse was born
¬– an 830 sqm, flexible, customisable space designed for in-person learning at Google’s
HQ in Mountain View, California.
Multisensory components incite heightened engagement in order to optimise
learning. Employing the principles of neuroaesthetics, the space responds to the
physical, mental, and emotional needs of each participant. The notion of agency was
important to create a more engaged and emotional connection; participants are able to
move, push, rotate, touch, change, and personalise their experience.
Rapt designed a space that flexes in scale to accommodate intimacy or openness as
required. The central room can divide into three parts with mechanical raised curtains
made of white parachute material, selected for its ability to let light through while still
maintaining privacy. Four large shelving units can pivot 360 degrees to change the focal
points and shape of the learning space; they display vintage artifacts and oddities used
in conjunction with the curriculum. Break-out rooms can be tailored via music, scent,
light colour, and light temperature. An outdoor area extends the learning space with an
edible garden and flexible classroom.
To judge success around learning outcomes, data capture and measurement is built
into touch points throughout the space.

MICHAEL LYON

The judges said...
‘The simple concept provides a blueprint for flexible but intimate spaces and can be
applied to a variety of settings and scenarios.’

Sponsored by

No. 9 Rhapsody by
9Studio Design Group
‘A strong design, smart
plan and use of space’

Arizon Office by Arizon
Design
‘The imaginative park
concept is intriguing.’

Anti Chamber by
Chain10 Architecture &
Interior Design Institute
‘Flowing – great balance
of private and open
space; deals with limited
light’

The White Box Hidden In
The Field by Fanben
Space Design Office
‘Restful and inspiring’

SHF Office by Fillstudio
‘Elegant, calming space’

Pennington Street
Warehouse by JTP
‘Made the most of a great
existing building and far
exceeds the norm for this
type of re-use’

Princelet Street by
Piercy&Company
‘Great use of space and
volumes’

KWG Headquarters
by SHH
‘A rich palette yet still
refined’

SIMON WU / GAO FEI

SHOUCHENG LIANG

ED REEVE

JACK HOBHOUSE

CRAIG AUCKLAND

FEAST VISION

XUSHAN GENG

KYLEYU PHOTO STUDIO

ZHANG JING

9STUDIO DESIGN GROUP

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

MYO by SODA Studio
‘A calm elegant interior
with an almost homely
feel and a cool retro vibe’

Fintech Co-working
by Wit Design &
Research
‘Coworking without
compromise – a visual
pleasure’

WORKSPACE ENVIRONMENT
LARGE (over 40,000 sq ft)

WINNER

Spotify, London
by tp bennett
Located within the iconic Adelphi Building, Spotify’s new London office provides an
inspiring home for both technical and creative teams. The scheme captures Spotify’s
energy, focuses on originality, authenticity and wellbeing, and places audio at its heart.
Experiential design is considered throughout, with sensory cues such as braille art
pieces that enable users to ‘feel the music’.
Well beyond the technical requirements of a typical workplace, the performance and
production facilities required significant and clever structural interventions. The
showpiece is Spotify Hall, a state-of-the-art, acoustically isolated, 200-capacity music
venue in the atrium base of an occupied commercial building. Other facilities include a
market-style food hall, fitness studio, rehearsal/jam room, the hideaway, gaming room,
podcast and recording studios, listening rooms, training facilities, mindfulness room,
café, performance venues, green rooms and VIP artist facilities.
Historic elements have been sensitively restored and abandoned spaces given new
purpose. Fit-out materials complement existing elements, taking into consideration
sustainability, durability and functionality. Existing concrete soffits were retained, with
added acoustic ceiling panels made from recycled PET for the working floors. In the
shared spaces, reclaimed timber flooring and products containing recycled content with
low VOCs were specified. The ‘industrial deco’ concept balances ‘raw & refined’ while
graphics reference London icons such as tube fabric patterns and the Gherkin. Planting,
Biophilia and clever lighting are important, particularly in areas with limited daylight.
Whether it’s the grand yet welcoming lobby, the gallery-partnered artwork rotation, or
the whimsical design touches that pay homage to tech and audio, the space embodies
Spotify’s culture of innovation, collaboration, and playfulness.

HUFTON+CROW

The judges said...
‘Positive re-use of an existing Listed building’

Sponsored by

WPP Madrid by BDG
Architecture + Design
‘A clever re-use of an
existing building’

Jaguar Land Rover
Advanced Product
Creation Centre by
Bennetts Associates
‘Calm elegance to the
interiors’

Elsley House II by
Burwell Architects
‘Beautiful restoration
respecting the original
design’

National Automotive
Innovation Centre by
Cullinan Studio, WMG
(University of Warwick),
Jaguar Land Rover and
Tata Motors UK
‘dramatic timber roof acts
as an attractive unifying
element’

Design Headquarters
Reception by DP Design
‘A people centred design
with great use of
materials’

Treasury Dock by
Perkins and Will
‘“An uplifting bespoke
design that provides
flexible high-quality
spaces’

Rolling Stock Yard
by Squire and Partners
‘Elegant building that
responds well to its
context’

Open Society
Foundations by tp
bennett
‘This appears a really
relaxed and comfortable
interior and is effortless in
its design’

British Red Cross UKO by
Will+Partners
‘A great collaborative
working environment,
optimising use of space’

NICOLE ENGLAND,
TREVOR MEIN

STEPHANIE WOLFF
PHOTOGRAPHY

HUFTON+CROW

JACK HOBHOUSE

ASSEN EMILOV

JACK HOBHOUSE

HUFTON+CROW

BEN BLOSSOM

JEFFERSON SMITH

HUFTON + CROW, TOM COOPER,
NICK GUTTRIDGE

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

CBA Axle by Woods
Bagot
‘A really vibrant and
visually stimulating
atrium space’

PUBLIC, LEISURE OR
OFFICE FURNITURE

WINNER

Buddy
by Bisley
As more businesses see the benefit of active working, offices are adopting a sit/stand
culture. However, most sit/stand desks do not have adequate storage. Buddy is a
personal storage solution specifically designed to accompany height adjustable desking.
The compact and space efficient design allows users to stay connected with their work,
while maintaining a clutter free workspace.
As workplaces adjust to individual rather than shared spaces, storage that is secure
and within reach of a user’s safely distanced space will be welcomed. An alternative to
the Caddy from Bisley, Buddy is desk attached as opposed to freestanding. This means
that it moves vertically with the desk as the height is adjusted, ensuring that the user can
quickly and easily access their belongings – whether sitting or standing.
Available in an extensive palette of standard finishes or with a wood front, Buddy can
add a pop of colour or blend with the environment. There is a choice of locking options
and additional USB charging capabilities. The attachment bracket fits many popular
desking platforms as standard, but can easily be adapted to fit any new desking system.
Buddy is made almost entirely of steel, making it close to 100% recyclable at the end
of its life. The steel itself has a recycled content of over 50%, whilst all steel scrap
produced during the Buddy manufacturing process is recycled. Manufacturing takes
place at Bisley’s Newport facility, which is powered by 100% renewable energy. Buddy
has passed testing in accordance to BS EN 14074, ensuring durability and a long
service life.

BISLEY

The judges said...
‘Sit-stand desk users finally have a solution for storing belongings within easy reach
whether sitting or standing’

Tears In The Sky by
Atelier Alter Architects
‘Original and unique’

STEPHANIE WOLFF PHOTOGRAPHY

RAINLIGHT

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Sunlounger DOGE by GABER
‘Its beautiful flat perforated
surface adapts comfortably to
body shapes’

The Moon Coffee Table by
Granorte
‘A beautiful piece of furniture
made from wine cork waste’

SHUI ON SHANGHAI PANLONG
TIANDI by Harmony World
Consultant & Design
‘Interesting incorporation of past
and present’

800 Series Modular Shelving by
KI Europe
‘A versatile and functional
modular storage system’

Grafton Chairs by KI Europe
‘The coolness of mesh is cleverly
replicated in an injectionmoulded backrest that stands up
to the high demands in school
environments’

Nagare by Rainlight
‘A great place to relax and
contemplate while remaining
USB connected!’

British Red Cross UKO. Furniture
Strategy by Will+Partners
‘Great example of optimising
potential for restortation and
reuse of furniture’

MUSEUM OR
EXHIBITION SPACE

WINNER

Burke Museum of Natural History
& Culture
by Olson Kundig
The Burke Museum of Natural History & Culture cares for over 16 million artifacts and
specimens from throughout the Pacific and Coast Salish region, ranging from totem
poles and gemstones to fossils. As a teaching institution affiliated with the University of
Washington in Seattle, WA, the Burke seeks to help curators, visitors, educators and
students understand the connections between the natural world and cultural heritage,
while engaging with and honouring Indigenous communities.
In the previous building many items were stored unseen in the basement, but the
new Burke Museum breaks down traditional barriers between public and ‘back-of-house’
spaces, turning the museum inside-out. Integrating collections and research labs with
galleries enables visitors to engage with the process of scientific discovery in a true
working museum.
Efficient floor plans provide 66% more area for research and displays. An intuitive
circulation spine acts as central corridor, gallery space and exhibit pathway – reducing
the building footprint. A large atrium and ‘smart glass’ skylight overhead foster a bright,
daylit interior experience, without risking damage to sensitive artifacts. Large windows
frame exterior views and allow visitors to orient themselves; likewise, the Burke’s interior
is visible to passers-by.
While most of the Burke Museum’s collections are on display, some are too fragile or
culturally significant for public view. A considered approach to back of house spaces
ensures that collections are properly housed and provides research staff and volunteers
with functional, light-filled workspaces. Storage units can be vertically expanded as
collections grow, assuring continued functionality for decades to come.

AARON LEITZ

The judges said...
‘Even the exterior allows more views in than the traditional museum’

Yingliang Stone Natural
History Museum by
Atelier Alter Architects
‘The magnitude and
monolithic status of the
space is truly
monumental’

Endeavour Galleries by
Casson Mann
‘Series of different spaces
with their own narrative
aesthetic that very clearly
lets the stories unfold’

Buhais Geology Park
Interpretive Centre and
Museum by
Hopkins Architects
‘A strong concept
elegantly realised’

Shanhai Art Museum by
IDMatrix
‘Thoughful and sensitive
design’

Permanent Exhibition for
ZOYA Museum by
Lorem Ipsum Corp.
‘Great concept that can
be replicated for different
cities and local heroes’

Singapore Bicentennial
Experience by MET
Studio
‘Looks like a really well
paced experience for
visitors – that outline a
complex subject through
film and imagery’

ANOHA The Children’s
World of the Jewish
Museum Berlin by
Olson Kundig
‘Beautifully thought
through from concept to
completion with a very
consistent voice’

The Century Project at
the Space Needle by
Olson Kundig
‘A beautifully designed
accessible space’

Shifting Image In Search
of Johan Maurits by
OPERA Amsterdam &
Studio Louter
‘Well designed, and good
use of context imagery
and detail on objects’

MIKE BINK

MIKE BINK

NIC LEHOUX, HUFTON +
CROW, OLSON KUNDIG

HUFTON + CROW, OLSON KUNDIG,
YVES SUCKSDORFF

LOREM IPSUM CORP.

SHI XIANG WAN HE

MARC GOODWIN,
ARCHMOSPHERES

HUFTON + CROW

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Airborne Experience
by Tinker Imagineers
‘An immersive experience
to create the dramatic
narrative for the visitor to
connect emotionally with
this difficult subject
matter’

LEISURE OR
ENTERTAINMENT VENUE

WINNER

Lahofer Winery
by CHYBIK + KRISTOF Architects &
Urban Designers
Nestled in the Moravian countryside, the Lahofer Winery fuses the region’s longstanding
wine tradition with a contemporary design in dialogue with its surrounding landscape.
The spacial qualities of the wine cellar are supported by a structural system where each
module rises from a vine row, guiding the viewer’s gaze across the grapevines. An
undulant roof serves as an amphitheatre for cultural events open to both locals and
visitors, merging the winery into the ground – and the culture – on which it rests.
Production is housed in two halls of different heights, each mirroring a specific
process. The first lower hall centralizes the operations, including wine-making
production and employee facilities, while the second allows for operations that require
lower temperatures, such as the wine press, the cellar, and the wine store.
The visitor centre’s tasting room and barrique cellar of wood, concrete and glass
offers the full experience of the produce. A large-scale mural by Czech artist Patrik Hábl
covers the entire ceiling area. Its tampered, irregular and sparse strokes, ranging from
earthy reds and blacks to browns and beiges, echo the variations of the soil.
The winery has grown from being a production site to becoming a witness to local
culture. By connecting to the region’s history by displaying the winemaking process,
taking a site-specific architectural approach, and creating a hub for the community, wine
connoisseurs and visitors to the region, there is a strong symbiosis between the new
design and its environment, where the building now complements its cultural legacy.

ALEX SHOOTS BUILDINGS

The judges said...
‘The design is simple yet impactful with an uncomplicated palette that pairs nicely with
the function’

Garden Pavilion by NC
Design & Architecture
‘Wonderful combinations
of different scales’

Changjiang Insun
Cinema at Xian La
Botanica Capitaland Mall
by One Plus Partnership
‘Innovative, full of
creativity and
uniqueness’

TaiOursea Laomendong
SPA Shop by
RoarcRenew
‘A no compromise design
with a devotion to brick,
highlighted with an
ingenious lighting
scheme’

Xige Estate by Saussure
Architects
‘A family of spaces that
feel related but are each
unique’

Boulevard by SODA
Studio
‘An extremely tricky
building full of fun and
joy as well as
functionality. Beautiful!’

Qingdao Four Seasons
Flowery Cafe by SWS
Group
‘This design embraces its
context by maximising
views out’

SHAO FENG

WILL PRYCE

XUANMIN JIN

TOM LEE

FENG SHAO, HENG LI, XIAO SI

FREEMAN

HAROLD DE PUYMORIN

EWOUT HUIBERS

Felix Meritis by i29
‘Powerful use of colours,
but in a refined,
innovative and
sophisticated way’

JONATHAN LEIJONHUFVUD
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

E by Equinox by Woods
Bagot
‘Designed tastefully with
a very careful palette’

Xi’an FAB Cinema by
X+Living Architectural
Design
‘Totally unique and
innovative’

2020 PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

WINNER

Air~Lume range
by Trinity Lighting
Research has proven that three of the most significant factors contributing to wellness
are air, light quality and sound quality. Air~Lume address each of these factors, arriving
at a single, understated solution to quietly, effectively and safely purify the environment
all day long.
First, air is quietly fan-drawn through a primary G4 fibre particulate filter. Then, a
10mm deep honeycomb of activated granular carbon removes toxic gasses, VOCs and
organic smells. Finally, the filtered air is drawn into a kill chamber with up to 7600 Mw of
medical grade UVC sterilising lamps which kills pathogens, bacteria and viruses without
production of any ozone gasses.
Unlike bulky, noisy and maintenance-intensive freestanding air purification units,
which draw air and dust from floor level with airflow often obstructed or buffeted by
furniture, Air~Lume’s smart, yet critical level of air flow comes from above head height,
closer to the air we breathe and share, unobstructed within the space. Equally, air
conditioning units have very limited sterilisation capability and have been found to
incubate viruses, germs and spores before circulating them through our buildings, most
of which would be deactivated at a zonal-level by Air~Lume’s sterilising chamber.
Aco~Blade’s striking vertical blades – colour and texture customisable – also provide
increased surface area and angles, augmented with acoustic foams, which combine to
reduce reverberation and promote sound absorption. These principles can be found
throughout the Air~Lume range.
In tandem with air purification, Air~Lume’s lighting delivers essential visual comfort,
excellent illumination, colour appearance and energy efficiency – with LEDS, optics and
opalescent diffusers.
The judges said...
‘Innovative with potential for wide application’

ReForm: A New Wave by
Ege Carpets
‘Strong concept transforms
harmful material into a
sustainable product’

ColorCore Compact by
Formica Group
‘Useful alternative to stone that
has loads of advantages’

GROHE Icon 3D by
GROHE UK
‘3d printing of metal takes
reinvention to a new level’

tie chair 2020 by
KOMA
‘Beautiful craftsmanship:
timeless design minimises waste’

NoHAND by
Manital
‘Excellent, yet simple’

Ruby Chair by
naughtone
‘Elegantly-shaped and a useful
variations’

VITRA

NAUGHTONE

CLAUDIO AMADE

FRANCO TADEO INADA

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Eyeconic Downlight Range by
PHOS
‘Beautiful and minimal design’

The Voyage collection designed
by Arik Levy for VitrA
‘Makes simple statements
without shouting’

UK PROJECT OF THE YEAR

WINNER

Spotify, London
by tp bennett
Located within the iconic Adelphi Building, Spotify’s new London office provides an
inspiring home for both technical and creative teams. The scheme captures Spotify’s
energy, focuses on originality, authenticity and wellbeing, and places audio at its heart.
Experiential design is considered throughout, with sensory cues such as braille art
pieces that enable users to ‘feel the music’.
Well beyond the technical requirements of a typical workplace, the performance and
production facilities required significant and clever structural interventions. The
showpiece is Spotify Hall, a state-of-the-art, acoustically isolated, 200-capacity music
venue in the atrium base of an occupied commercial building. Other facilities include a
market-style food hall, fitness studio, rehearsal/jam room, the hideaway, gaming room,
podcast and recording studios, listening rooms, training facilities, mindfulness room,
café, performance venues, green rooms and VIP artist facilities.
Historic elements have been sensitively restored and abandoned spaces given new
purpose. Fit-out materials complement existing elements, taking into consideration
sustainability, durability and functionality. Existing concrete soffits were retained, with
added acoustic ceiling panels made from recycled PET for the working floors. In the
shared spaces, reclaimed timber flooring and products containing recycled content with
low VOCs were specified. The ‘industrial deco’ concept balances ‘raw & refined’ while
graphics reference London icons such as tube fabric patterns and the Gherkin. Planting,
Biophilia and clever lighting are important, particularly in areas with limited daylight.
Whether it’s the grand yet welcoming lobby, the gallery-partnered artwork rotation, or
the whimsical design touches that pay homage to tech and audio, the space embodies
Spotify’s culture of innovation, collaboration, and playfulness.

HUFTON+CROW

The judges said...
‘Few offices have been intentionally designed to support specific organisational priorities
like at Spotify, London’

Ultimate Loft-Style Penthouse by Maison
Arabella
‘Youthful and playful ‘loft style’

NOVOTEL

AITOR SATOMÉ

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

BLINK: The End is in Sight by MET Studio
‘“This project has a strong concept and
emotional appeal, delivered in a thoughtful
and engaging”’

Alpha FX by Modus Workspace
‘A bespoke, engaging environment that
champion best working
practices’

Bottomline by Morgan Lovell
‘A crisp, contemporary workplace aesthetic
with colour, texture and materials bringing
warmth and character’

Novotel City Centre / Galley61 by Philip
Watts Design
‘A space that caters to the multitude of
clientele needs’

GLOBAL PROJECT

WINNER

Buhais Geology Park Interpretive
Centre and Museum
by Hopkins Architects
The Geology Park is the latest addition to a suite of learning centres operated by
Sharjah’s Environmental Protected Areas Authority who lead conservation efforts in the
Emirate, manage protected areas and provide educational experiences.
Lying approximately 30 miles south-east of Sharjah in a region of exceptional prehistoric
and geological significance, the site features an abundance of 65-million-year-old marine
fossils, spectacular mountain ranges and ancient burial sites. Five interconnected pods
create a series of exhibition spaces which present the region’s significant geological
phenomena, including deep earth structures, plate tectonics, geomorphology and
sedimentation.
Linking the pods and looping sinuously around the site is an outdoor trail incorporating
viewing areas, a classroom shaded by a high-tensile canopy and raised walkways across
natural rock formations and ancient burial grounds.
The geometry of the pods was inspired by the fossilised urchins present on site, and
developed into a typology which could be sized to suit the Centre’s different functions:
an immersive theatre, café, gift shop and other visitor facilities.
The pods are clad in steel panels, coloured to reference the different hues of the
surrounding landscape. These panels are fixed into an array of steel ribs, giving the pods
their distinctive sculptural, cantilevered forms and further referencing the exoskeleton of
the urchin fossils. The restrained palette of the interior materials complements the pods’
exposed pre-cast concrete shell segments. In some pods, glazing and oculi have been
inserted to control natural light into the space, tempering the brightness of the desert
sun.

FELIX VON SCHWANEWEDE

The judges said...
‘Simply breathtaking! Organic, integrated spaces; modern and ancient at the same time’

Yingliang Stone Natural
History Musuem by
Atelier Alter Architects
‘Simple, silent aesthetic,
combines wabi-sabi and
brutalism’

WuliEpoch Culture
Center by Atelier Alter
Architects
‘Innovative design ideas;
stunning effect’

Kita Aoyama by Conran
and Partners
‘A beautiful contextural
environment that reflects
its locality and provides
appealing contemporary
environment for the
residents’

West End by HLW
‘An impressive
transformation to create
an open and accessible
space’

City of Light by Kris Lin
International Design
‘Elegant spatial and visual
response with coherence
between exterior and
interior’

Singapore Bicentennial
Experience by MET
Studio
‘Innovative and exciting’

The Home for a Brand
New Start by PONE
Architecture
‘Versatile and practical’

Msheireb Downtown
Doha by Squire and
Partners
‘An exquisite
environment’

HUFTON + CROW

HUFTON + CROW

MING CHEN, HUAXIANG ZHANG

KRIS LIN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN

FORWARD STROKE INC +
LUKE HAYES

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

ATELIER ALTER ARCHITECTS

FINALISTS / & judges’ comments

Spotify, London by tp
bennett
‘Amazing colour palette’

BREAKTHROUGH TALENT

WINNER

PLYable
Founded in 2017 by architects Claire and Matthew
Margetts, and furniture designer Tom Ownsworth, PLYable
is a design studio and workshop in Blyth, Northumberland
that spans architecture, interior, furniture and product
design.
PLYable was borne out of its directors’ enduring love of
design and making. Each PLYable product is handcrafted,
whilst employing modular techniques and CNC cutters to
explore design and material potential. Alongside this the
PLYable team produces installations and one-off
commissions of an architectural scale, both domestic and
commercial, supported by their sister company EDable
Architecture.
Many of PLYable’s products are designed for the inner
child, so lights can be assembled like Meccano kits, stools
that are threaded together, seats that can be ‘ridden’, hi-fi
furniture that can be ‘tuned’. PLYable sees design as a
continual process, and the team watches and learns, so
that their products are continually evolving to reflect how
people use them.

Sponsored by

PRODUCT DESIGNER
OF THE YEAR

WINNER

David Oakey Designs
David Oakey Designs has pioneered the growth of carpet
tiles for 45 years, shifting industry norms and standards;
the past 25 years guided by sustainable design principles.
Oakey’s primary philosophy is that above all it has to be
good looking, otherwise all the sustainable benefits have
little meaning.
Oakey was an early adopter of biomimicry, an approach
to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to human
challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and
strategies. Oakey has worked together with Janine Benyus
since 1998 and he currently serves on the Advisory Board
of the Biomimicry Institute.
Since 1994, Oakey has been the exclusive product
designer for Interface and Flor. When Interface founder Ray
Anderson declared his company would be sustainable and
closed loop by 2020, Oakey and his team quickly identified
that sustainable design required efficient use of materials,
smart products and eliminating waste during the process.
In conjunction with biomimicry, biophilia is at the deeprooted core of David Oakey Designs’ design process. Pond
Studios, Oakey’s early bio-inspired office and truly biophilic
architectural space, is the soul of David Oakey Designs. It
won an AIA award in 1997, while in 2000, Business Week
named David Oakey Designs one of the top offices to work
for in the US, for bringing nature indoors.
Over the years, Oakey and his philosophies have been
featured in a number of mainstream and design
publications and he has given inspirational presentations
to companies including Nike, Walmart, Boeing, and British
Petroleum.

Sponsored by

INTERIOR DESIGN PRACTICE
OF THE YEAR

WINNER

SODA Studio is an experimental, free-thinking and
collaborative design practice – working across disciplines,
scales and sectors. From architecture and interior design
to graphics and branding, the team approaches each
project as specialists with unrivalled energy, enthusiasm
and dedication.
SODA thrives on the variety of its work. To date, projects
include carving-out artist workspaces within a Brutalist
beer factory in London’s Docklands and building a
decadent revolving theatre in the heart of Soho. The studio
has also partnered with artists to paint murals in Milan and
run a t-shirt campaign to raise money for charity,
demonstrating the impact design can have on our daily
lives.
The SODA Studio team feels they are privileged to work
with a broad spectrum of collaborators and clients; ranging
from landed estates and international developers to private
individuals and start-up entrepreneurs. The only prerequisite, the studio says, is a desire to do better.

Sponsored by

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: SILVER BUILDING, LEWIS KHAN; RUSSEL POTTER AND LAURA SANJUAN; WALKERS COURT, JACK HOBHOUSE; THOMAS HOUSE, GARETH GARDNER; WALKERS COURT, TOM LEE

SODA Studio

OUTSTANDING LIFETIME
CONTRIBUTION TO DESIGN

WINNER

Jane Priestman OBE is a British designer best-known for
her work in architecture and design for British transport.
Priestman first ran her own successful interior design
practice for almost 20 years before moving in 1975 to work
with transport, first as general manager in architecture and
design for the British Airport Authority, then as director of
architecture, design and environment for British Rail.
While at the British Airport Authority Priestman was
responsible for commissioning Jock Kinneir and Margaret
Calvert for wayfinding systems for all UK airports;
commissioning innovative seating from Peter Crutch that
would allow people to lie down; she oversaw the design of
Gatwick North Terminal, and commissioned Norman Foster
to design Stansted Airport. For British Rail, Priestman
commissioned Roundel for a striking identity design for
Railfreight, and Grimshaw’s International Terminal at
Waterloo Station.
For 18 years until 2010, Priestman held the position as
chair of Open City, the organisation behind Open House.
Priestman has received numerous awards in recognition of
her work: in 1985 she became an honorary member of the
Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), in 1991 she was
awarded OBE for her work in design, and in 2015,
Priestman won the inaugural Ada Louise Huxtable prize.
Priestman is recognised as having had a transformative
impact throughout her career, both in her work for
transport, and by opening doors for women in the
professions of design and architecture.

Sponsored by

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL WATERLOO, JO REID & JOHN PECK; PORTRAIT JANE PRIESTMAN; CONSESSION SIGNAGE, ANDREW HAIG VIA THE JOCK KINNEIR LIBRARY; STANSTED AIRPORT BY NORMAN FOSTER,
RICHARD DAVIES; INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL WATERLOO BY GRIMSHAW, PAUL CHILDS; INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL WATERLOO, MICHAEL DYER; INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL WATERLOO, JO REID & JOHN PECK

Jane Priestman

Belong: to have an affinity for a place or space.
Life may be unpredictable, but you can always
count on Bisley. We’ve a long history of designing
exactly the right product for the right time, and
now more than ever, the workspace is ripe for
reimagination. Whether you’re at home or in
the office, Belong by Bisley gives you flexibility
- with hardworking, savvy solutions that don’t
compromise on style - so you can thrive, no
matter your location.

www.bisley.com

Helping you work better anywhere

Happy D.2 Plus. Design and technology perfectly combined.
The perfect combination of iconic design and innovative technology: the bathroom classic Happy D.2 Plus with harmoniously
rounded corners in new variants. The unique Duravit technologies like the patented c-bonded open up new, individual solutions.
Design by sieger design. For more bathroom design visit www.duravit.co.uk

Congratulations on your award.
We love winners!

FUTURE Designs Headquarters: The Lighthouse, Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6EJ +44 (0)1732 867420
CLERKENWELL Lighthouse 32 Dallington Street EC1V OBB + 44 (0)20 3961 4500
Bur Dubai, PO Box 71074 DUB + 971 4 3858199
light@futuredesigns.co.uk www.futuredesigns.co.uk

Well done!
What next?

Get inspired with
an office a little
less ordinary

We help clients to Define, Design and Deliver®
workplaces that empower staff and grow businesses.
1 Carthusian Sreet, Barbican, London, EC1M 6DZ
020 3475 1735 info@informare.co.uk

Morgan Lovell is a proud sponsor of the FX Awards.
morganlovell.com
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